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Tiana's big dreams of opening her own restaurant are put on hold when she is transformed into a

frog! Discover how she finds love and learns all about what is truly important in the Little Golden

Book retelling of Disney's The Princess and the Frog.
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Illustrations are wonderful but if you are reading it out loud to your child you will quickly become

frustrated. The grammar and tense are all over the place. I don't know who they got to write this, but

its a mess!

I purchased this book as a present for my 10 year old. Her favorite princess is Tiana. It is WAY

below reading level for a 10 year old, but my daughter loves art and was very pleased at the stylized

pictures in the book. I was happy that I could get her something she liked that matched her younger

sisters' presents. Without the art deco-ish art this would have been an inappropriate present. I'm

glad that Disney decided to do something different from their other Golden Books that made this

entry more interesting.

My daughter is at an age where she loves all things princess -- but isn't too sure about the bad



guys, so the movies have been a little challenging for her to handle. I've found these Little Golden

Books the perfect appetizer to the main course. The books are well-illustrated, follow the plots of the

movies closely, use language that is easy to understand, and give us time to pause if we need to.

We can re-read certain sections if she has questions. If she seems scared, we can stop and we can

talk about what's going on, skip ahead to get to the happy ending and reassure her that the scary

parts are just a bump in the road. I am really happy that these books exist!

The art in this Golden Book is outstanding! It's so nice to get a Disney book with illustrations that are

more than just boring captures from their movies. The story is clear and not too long (it is a very

simplified, non-scary version of the movie). My 4-year-old loves it! Please note:  has the wrong

preview for this book. The actual illustrations are in a lovely, jazz-age style. I have uploaded a few

comparison photos so you can see the actual interior.

The art and story is cute but the book is not well made. The pages stick out further than the cover

and it's made out of a cheaper cardboard than what they used to be made out of. It served it's

purpose and I'm sure the little one won't care but it kinda made me sad that she won't have the

quality collection that I did as a child. I will continue to buy Little Golden Books just because I want

little one to have the collection and I can put aside the slight lack of quality.

The illustrations by Lorelay Bove are really cute! The way the story is condensed may be confusing

for younger children though. I collect these books for the art anyway and the ones in this book is

quite lovely.

3-year old likes the book, but personally, I would have liked the illustrations to match the Disney

movie. Why are Tiana's eyes in this book colored completely black with no whites of the eyes?!

Now this is what I call an original story. My hard to satisfy, collector little princess has officially

entered Tiana in her Hall of Fame and accepted her as a legitimate princess! She has the DVD and

the book. She even met Tiana in her latest visit to Disneyland. Amongst the single story books,

Read-Aloud books are the only Disney series books which I recommend for you to buy. They are

well illustrated and written. They have a lot of illustrations. This book is very special because the

story is wonderful and original. Your little one will love it.
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